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Two parameter Stochastic processes {X,(w), o E Q, z E Iw: } which are Lz 
integrators are characterized through associated bimeasures defined on the product 
* spaces(QxR~)x(~xR~)andQxIW~xR+. It is also shown that under further 
restrictions on the X process there exists an associated measure on these product 
spaces and x possesses a Doob-MeyerCairoli decomposition. 0 1986 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
In the case of one parameter processes, the class of all processes which 
are stochastic integrators with respect to predictable processes was charac- 
terized by the theorem of Dellacherie, [7, VIII, SO] and the work of 
Bichteler [2]. The situation in the two parameter case seems considerably 
more difficult. The definition of a quasimartingale has a natural extension 
to the two parameter case, and under suitable conditions a quasimartingale 
can be decomposed into a process of bounded variation and a weak mar- 
tingale [3, 9, 22-J; however, a weak martingale need not be a stochastic 
integrator. Some results on two parameter stochastic integrators were 
recently derived by Bakry [ 1 ] and Hurzeler [ 131. In this paper we charac- 
terize two parameter stochastic processes which are L2 stochastic 
integrators through measures and bimeasures induced in certain (predic- 
table) spaces. 
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It is shown in Section II that X is an L* stochastic integrator if and only 
if there exists a bimeasure B(do x dz, dw x dz’) on the product space fi x s”i, 
where d = 52 x R,, such that 
This result is further specialized in Section II to the case where the con- 
ditional independence property F-4 is satisfied. Under quite general con- 
ditions a positive bimeasure on a pair of spaces can be extended to be a 
measure on the product space [12]. However, this is not the case for 
general (signed) bimeasures which in general cannot be written as the dif- 
ference of two positive bimeasures. A related concept is that of “functions 
of bounded variation in the Frechet sense” (cf. [ 10; 11, Sects. 111.7, III. 11; 
191). Some results of Section II, under the assumption that the conditional 
independence property F-4 is satisfied, are further specialized in Section III 
to processes Mi,, which are l-martingales and satisfy some additional con- 
ditions. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given on the quadratic 
covariation function, CM!,,,, M!~,,]s, for these processes in order that Mf,, 
be an L2 integrator, this generalizes some previously known result (p. 27 of 
[18] and Sect. II of [23]). In Section IV it is shown that for L2 integrators 
satisfying and additional “uniform integrability-type” condition, the set 
function 
Y((z, ~‘1, (z~,z; I, F) = WXz, ~‘1. J+, 74 I. IF), 
where FE F, v =,, induces a finite measure on !R4 x 52. The class of processes 
with this property are termed “measure inducing integrators,” this class 
includes the L2 martingales under the F-4 assumption. It is shown that if X 
is a measure inducing integrator and F-4 is satisfied then there exists a four 
parameter process of bounded variation Xc,,, such that for every pair of 
rectangles, P and Q, the process 
is a weak martingale and this yields a DoobMeyer-Cairoli decomposition 
for the process x. 
NOTATION 
The processes are indexed by points of R:, or by points of a rectangle 
[(O, 0), zO] = R, in the positive quadrant R:, in which a partial order 
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induced by the Cartesian coordinates is defined: let z = (s, t) and z’ = (s’, t’), 
then z<z’ if s<s’ and t-et’; we say ZAZ’ if s<s’ and tat’, and that 
z h z’ if s < s’ and t > t’. In the same spirit, if Q and R are two subsets of 
Iw:, we say Q-CR if VqEQ, rER:q<r; Q A R if VqcQ, rER: q A r and 
QnR=@. Moreover let Q A,R if Vq=(q,,q,)EQ, r=(z,,r,)ER: 
q2 < r2 and there exists q’ E Q such that q’ 4: r (namely, Q A 2 R means that 
rectangle Q is below rectangle R). 
The a-algebra of Bore1 sets of R, is denoted by B,. A probability space 
(n, F, P) is given equipped with an increasing right continuous filtration 
{F,, z E I%: } of sub-u-algebras of F, denote z = (s, t): Fi = F,, and 
F; = F,,. The conditional independence property (F-4 of [4]): for every z, 
Fr and FZ are conditionally independent given F;, will not be assumed 
unless stated otherwise explicitly. 
On the product set d = 52 x R,, we define the a-algebra p of predictable 
sets. It is the a-algebra generated by the sets F x (z, z’] where FE F,. 
Let P = (p, p’] and Q = (q, q’] be two rectangles. In this paper we 
denote by F, the a-algebra F, and by F, v o, the o-algebra F, v 4 where 
P=h9Pz), 4=( 41, q2) and P v q= (max(p,, ql), mNp2, q2)). Consider 
the “generalized rectangles” F x (zl, z2] x (z;, z;]. The a-algebra of upper 
double predictable sets denoted by p is the o-algebra generated by these 
generalized rectangles where FE F,, v sl. The algebra spanned by these “rec- 
tangles” is denoted by A. Note that p contains the a-algebra defined by 
Cairoli and Walsh in [4, p. 1301 and the one defined by Zakai in [23, 
p. 1571. The sets of the form Fx Q x Q are called the diagonal of 
D x R, x R,. 
A process X= {X,, z E R,} is called a martingale if z c z’ implies 
E[X,, 1 F,] = X,; a submartingale if the equality is replaced by > and X is 
adapted (with respect to the filtration F,). The variation of X on a rec- 
tangle (z, z’], where z = (s, t) and z’ = (s’, t’) is X(z, z’] = X,, - XcS,t.j - 
Xcs,,rj + X,. An adapted process X is called a weak martingale if z + z’ =E- 
E[X(z, z’] 1 F,] = 0, an increasing process if X(z, z’] >, 0 and a bounded 
variation process if it is the difference of two increasing processes, or 
equivalently, xii 1 X(Q,)l is b ounded for all finite partitions (Q,} of RZ,. 
The supremum of this expression is the total variation of X. If 
R= (X+(z, z’) E R,, x R,} is a four-parameter process, then its variation 
in a four-dimensional rectangle is defined in a similar way as follows. Let 
Q = (0, ql] x (0, q2] x (0, q3] x (0, q4] be a rectangle in R4. Then X(Q) is 
defined to be equal to: 
where the sum is over all the 24 possibilities that ei is qi or zero and 
6 = 6(e,, e,, e3, e4) is the number of ei different of zero. In particular, if 
X=,,,=X,,*X, thenX(Q)=X((o,q,]x(O,q,])*X((o,q,] x(o,q4]). A four- 
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parameter process X is called increasing if X(Q) > 0 for any rectangle & in 
R4, X is called of bounded variation if it is the difference of two increasing 
processes. Note that the last condition is equivalent to the condition that 
Cij,/c,l I~t(&i,,,,>I is bounded f or all finite partitions of “rectangles” Qij,k.l. 
II. L2 INTEGRATORS AND BIMEASURFS 
Let {X,, z < zo} be adapted to F,, EX; < co for z < zo. For simple, 
predictable integrands the stochastic integral IR, qr dX, is defined in the 
obvious way. X is said to be an L, integrator if [f, 2, 3, 183 JRZO ‘pr dX, can 
be extended linearly to all bounded predictable processes { (P(, c < zo} and 
satisfies the following dominated convergence property. Let i = 1,2,..., 
Iqi(i, o)l <c, (Pi and cp predictable, and as i -+ w  (~~(5, o) + cp([, w) for all 
c and o then 
in L*(Q, FZO, P’). As pointed out by Hurzeler [13], the arguments of 
Bichteler [2] go over to the two parameter case to yield the following. If X 
is an L, integrator then X is right continuous in L2 and X is an L2 
integrator iff (a) and (b) or (a) and (b’) are satisfied: 
(a) sup E( R10 ‘Pi dX,)‘> 
J 
< cc where the supremum is over all the 
simple predictab e cp satisfying (cpl < 1. 
(b) If cPi(l, 1 o are simple, predictable and cp,([, w) JO pointwise then 
1 cp dX-+ 0 in L,(O, F, P). 
(b’) X is right continuous in probability in R,. 
The notion of bimeasures will be introduced now. 
DEFINITION. [12]. Let (E, E) and (F, F) be two measurable spaces. A 
bimeasure is a function /? from the pairs A, B where A E E and BE F to the 
real numbers such that for every A E E, /?(A, . ) is a measure on F and for 
every BE F, /?( ., B) is a measure on E. 
A bimeasure is said to be finite if sup [/?(A, B)I < co where the supremum 
is over all the pairs A, B (cf. Clarkson and Adams [6] and P. Levy [ 151 
for examples of bimeasures which are not measures). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let B be a finite bimeasure and f be a real valued function on 
F which is F-measurable and bounded by 1. Consider 
P(A,f)=fFf(I)B(A,di), VAEE. 
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Then (4 BCJI is a measure on (E, E) satisfying 
IB(A,f)l G 2 CEwF IS(C D)l; 
and (b) iff is F-measurable and bounded and h is E-measurable and bounded, 
then 
or 
j- 
E 
h(v) B(dd-) = j-Ef(i) B(k 4) 
which will be denoted by /3(h, f ). 
Proof: Without loss of generality, we may assume that f2 0. Let {fn}n 
be a sequence of simple nonnegative functions converging simply tof, then 
where By E F, B; n Bj” = a, i Pj and ZB([) denotes the indicator function of 
the set B. 
For a set A E E fixed, let I;+ and F- denote the Hahn decomposition of 
F of the measure /?(A, a). Set B* = Bn I;‘, then: /?(A, B) =P(A, B+)+ 
fi(A, B-), where fi(A, Bf ) 20 and P(A, B-) < 0. Therefore 
P(A,fn) = /3 (A, 2 a;Zq) = i a;/?(4 By+) + f a;p(A, By-) 
i= 1 i=l i=l 
Gitl BMB1+)+ 2 I&t F-I 
i=l 
=B(a,~lB1+)+la(a,~*B:-)( 
< 2 sup MA, 011. 
DEF 
Since fl is a finite bimeasure, it follows from the dominated convergence 
theorem that j?( .,f) is a bounded and finitely additive set function on 
(E, E). The countable additivity of /I(. ,f) follows now directly from the 
Vitali-Hahn-Saks theorem (see the remark following the statement of 
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Theorem II.23 of [7]), proving part (a). Turning to (b), let h, be a 
sequence of simple functions converging to h then 
Setting &(A) = SE h,(l) /3(A, dc), p,(A) + p(A) and by the Vitali-Hahn- 
Saks theorem p(. ) is a measure of E and (b) follows. 
In this section we will show the relation between L2 integrators and cer- 
tain bimeasures. We will throughout the section that (X,, z E R,,) is a 
square integrable adapted process which is right-continuous in probability. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Property (a) or property (b) implies that X is an L2- 
integrator: 
(a) There exists a finite bimeasure fl( ., .) on (s”, p) x (0, p) such that 
for every simple predictable process cp and $1 
(2.1) 
(b) For almost every w, there exists a finite bimeasure /?(., ., CO) on 
(R,,, B,) x (R,, B,,) such that for every simple predictable process cp and 1,4, 
0) EL&, cpz d&f JR,,, vk d&l = ECjRi,, ICI&,,, rpJ(dz, dz’, d)l 
= E&z,, W&, cpz,B(Rz, dz’, ~))I. 
(ii) suPIILl,l~l< 1 E I.fR9 $A& cp)l < 0~) or suplrpl c I E Is cp,B(& cp)l 
< co. 
(iii) The four-parameter process /?(R,, R,?, o) is adapted to F, v =I- 
ProoJ: Since X is assumed to be right-continuous in probability, x is an 
L2-integrator if and only if sup E(jR, cp, dX,)’ < cc where the supremum is 
over all the simple predictable processes cp satisfying 1~1 < 1. Therefore it 
follows immediately from the statement of part (b) of the proposition that 
X is an L2-integrator; the same result follows from part (a) by a direct 
application of Lemma 2.1. 
In this section, we will prove the converse to part (a) and related results. 
The converse to part (b) is in general not true; indeed, set P = (p, p’], 
Q=($ q’], (~=zF~p, $=Zcxo, FEF~, GEF~. Then 
ECZF~GB(P, Q, 011 =ECZF,-,GECX(J’)X(Q) I F, v F,ll, 
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where fl is the bimeasure of part (b), adapted to F, V 4. Hence if p < q, then 
F, c F, and 
BP, Q, 0) = ECW’) X(Q) I FJ. 
Consider now the case where X, = W, + B, where W, is a Wiener process 
and B, is of bounded variation and even deterministic; then /?(dz’, dz, w) 
cannot be a measure in z’ when z’ c z. A sufficient condition under which 
the converse to (b) holds is given in Proposition 2.7. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let X be an L2-integrator and let H, denote the Hilbert 
space of predictable integrands of X under the following scalar product ( *, * )X 
induced by the integrator X: 
(cp,ti)x=E 
( 
j’pdJ+W- . 
) 
(2.2) 
Then, for every cp in H,, there exists a unique finite measure up on the 
predictable o-field p such that for every bounded $ in H,: 
(cp, $1 x= j, $z(o) /4dm x dz). (2.3) 
Proof: First, note that H, includes all the bounded predictable 
processes. Let cp E H, be fixed, and for every $ E H, set 
This relation defines a linear functional on H,. By the Schwarz 
inequality and since X is an L2-integrator, we have 
If,($)1 G ((rp, rp)X)1’2. ((A $)X) ‘I2 G ((cp, (P)~)‘/~ K- ess sup (SUP I tiAw)l). 
0 z 
Therefore f,($) is a bounded linear functional on the bounded elements of 
H,. Following the Daniel1 representation theorem (see, e.g., [7, III, 35; 15, 
Theorem 15A]), there exists a unique finite measure pq on p satisfying 
(2.3). 
In fact, this proof can be advanced a little further: f,($) is also a bound- 
ed linear functional with respect to cp. Following the same arguments as 
Frechet in [lo], the bilinear continuous functional f can be represented by 
an iterated integral. In other words, applying again the same arguments to 
p,(do x dz) as a linear functional in cp, we obtain the following proposition 
which is a converse to part (a) of Proposition 2.2. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let X be an L2-integrator, H, will denote the Hilbert 
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space of predictable integrands of X. Then there exists a finite bimeasure 
$‘, . ) on (8, p) x (b, p) such that for every bounded process cp and $ from 
X 
and 
sup 
Id.I!b G 1 /I 1 n 
cp,(w) n Ic/,,(o’) /!!(do x dz, do’ x dz’) < co. 
Remark. The bimeasure &do’ x dz’, dw x dz) has the following 
property: If FEF, and GEF,. and FnG=@ then &Fx (z, z,], 
Gx(z’,z;])=O. 
The existence of regular conditional measures on the a-algebra of the 
predictable sets p will be needed for further results. For this purpose, we 
assume for the remaining part of this section the following assumptions 
[20]: 
(i) { Fz, z E R,} is an increasing family of sub- o-algebras of F,, such 
that for every z E R,, the measurable space (Q F:) is standard Bore1 (i.e., 
isomorphic to a complete separable metric space). 
(ii) fl: i Ai # Qr whenever {A j}z 1 is a decreasing sequence of atoms 
of Fzi for some increasing sequence of points{z,} i from R,. 
Let F, denote the right-continuous modification of Fi. p will denote, as 
before, the predictable a-algebra on 6 = s1 x R,, i.e., generated by the sets 
Fx (zl, zz] with FEF;,. Therefore (Q, F,) and (a, p) are also standard 
Bore1 spaces (Theorems v.2.3 and v.4.1 of [20]). 
Let G be a sub-a-algebra of F,,,, then a regular conditional probability 
P(G, o), G E G exists uniquely. Recall that for fixed FE F, o + P(F, w) G- 
measurable and that for every nonnegative random variable X, 
jn X(0’) P(dw’, w) coincides with E[X 1 G](o). We will denote by 
P,(do’, o) the regular conditional probability on (Q, F,, P’) conditioned 
on F,. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Assume that property F-4 is satisfied. Let X be an 
adapted L2 integrator. Then for every bounded cp in H, there exists a unique 
predictable random function b,(c, o), vanishing a.s. on the axes, a.s. of 
bounded variation on R,, such that and for every I,+ E H,, 
(cp, +)x = E 6, $z(w) dzb,(z, 4) 
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sup 
IeLI d 1 
(cp, $)x= sup EIRzO Wz~,(z, o)l. 
I’PI G 1 
Moreover, the set function &A, z’, z, CD) = bA x ~r~,z,,l(z, CO) with A E F,. is 
absolutely continuous with respect to P,(A, w), where P,(A, w) denotes the 
regular conditional probability on (Q, F,, P) conditioned on F,. Note that fi 
is a set function in A and a distribution function in each of the variables z’, z. 
Proof: Returning to the measure p,+, of Lemma 2.3, note that this 
measure does not charge evanescent sets. Consider p,(A x (z, zO]) for some 
fixed z with A E F,, this is a set function on F, which vanishes whenever 
P,(A) = 0, where P,( * ) is the restriction of P to F,. Let b,(z, o) denote the 
Radon Nikodym derivative of pq(do x (z, z,,]) with respect to P(do) then 
b,(z, o) is F, adapted and 
P# x (z, 4) = jA b,k ~1 Wdm). 
Following the dual predictable projection theorem [ 17, 181, the measure 
p+, can be extended to all the measurable sets of 8. Therefore it follow by 
standard arguments, that there exists a version of bJ ., o) which for almost 
every o is of bounded variation on R,, right-continuous, predictable and 
satisfying 
where $ is bounded and predictable. Therefore, since b,(z, o) is predic- 
table, cp, ti E H,, 
sup 
16l~LI~l~l 
(% ti)x= ,;V1 E [jR, (d,b,(z, w)l]. 
The uniqueness of b,(z, o) follows directly from the uniqueness of the dual 
predictable projection (cf. Proposition 6 of [ 171). The function b,(z, w) is 
a.s. linear and continuous in cp. Since the a-algebra p is countably deter- 
mined, we can write 
b,(z, 0) = il, cp,,(o’) dz$W, z’, z, a). (2.5) 
Note that b induces a bimeasure (induced by b) on (s”i, p) x (R,, B,). Let 
A be a predictable set and cp its indicator function. Let 
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A” = {o: (w, z) EA} be the projection of A on Sz. Then P,(AR, o) =0 
implies that b,(z, w) = 0 which proves the last part of the proposition. A 
special case of Proposition 2.5 will be considered in the next section. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let f (CO’, w) be a real-valued bounded function which is 
measurable on ((0 x Q), (F x F,)) w h ere F, c F. Let P(do’, o) be a regular 
conditional probability on (52, F, P) conditioned on (52, F,). Then, a.s. 
i f(o’, 0) Ydm’, 0) = ECf(w 011 F,l. R 
Proof. Let qn(cY, W) = Cy=, hi(oY) g,(O), where hi(o’) (resp. g,(W)) is F 
(resp. F,) measurable. Then, by the smoothing properties of conditional 
expectations and since gi(o) is F,-measurable, 
j 
R 
qn(u’, 0) Ydo’, 0) = f j- hito’) g,(o) p(dm’, 0) 
i=l n 
zig, g,(W) EChdw) I F,l tic, ECgi(m)hi(m) I F,l 
= ECq,(w 0) I F, I. 
The general case follows now by the monotone class theorem since we 
can approximate f(o’, o) by a sequence q,,(co’, co). 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Assume that property F-4 is satisfied. Let 
X= {X,, ZE R,,} be an L2-integrator and suppose that the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative of &A, z’, z, w) with respect to PJA, co), denoted by B(z’, z, co’, w) 
is F,. x F, adapted. Then for almost every o there exists a Jinite bimeasure 
B(*, *, w) on (R,, B,) x (R,, B,) such that for every bounded process cp and 
ICI from H,, 
Moreover, the four-parameter process P(R,,, R,, o) is adapted to {F,. v F,} 
and therefore also to F,. v Z. 
Remark. Conditions under which b( ., ., o) is a measure are given in 
Proposition 4.4. 
Proof: We have 
@(do’, dz’, z, co) = P,(do’, w) d,.B(z’, z, w’, o), (2.8) 
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where /I(&‘, dz, w’, o) is a finite bimeasure on (R,, B,) x (R,, B,) and for 
every z’, z, p(z’, z, w’, o) is F, x F,. adapted. 
It follows from (2.4), (2.5), (2.8), and Lemma 2.6 that 
The last equality is immediate if cp is simple and the general case follows by 
passage to the limit. Therefore (2.7) follows by setting B(z’, z, o, o) = 
B(&, 4, 0). 
III. A SPECIAL CASE 
In this section we consider a class of processes for which an “almost 
explicit” expression for the random function b,(z, o) of the previous sec- 
tion can be obtained. Assume that F-4 is satisfied, let Mj, 5 E R,, be a 
square integrable l-martingale which is right continuous in probability. Let 
m(s, t,, t2, o) denote either the quadratic covariation [ML,,,, MY,,,], or 
the other type of brackets (ML,,,, MY,,,),, i.e., the F,” dual predictable 
projection of [MY,,, , ML,,,], in the s parameter. Let {A,= (zij, z:.j]} be a 
finite partition of R,. Let Uij, fiij be F+ adapted and IaJ, lpiil < 1. Set 
‘pc = aij, $( = fiiJ whenever [ E A,. Then, since M’ is a l-martingale and F- 
4 was assumed for i#j, E(c~~fi~,M’(d~) M’(A,J) = 0. Setting 
1 CQM’(A~) = j cp dM’ . C &M’(A& = j $ dM’, 
+dM ’ = E Fl uij* B,/M’(Aij) M’(A,/) 
10 to so 
= 
fff 
cps,t, . **A * m(ds, dt,, dt,). 
0 0 0 
Note that m(s, t,, t2) need not be a measure and the integral above exists 
in a primitive sense only since cp and $ were assumed to be simple. Con- 
sequently, M’ is an L* integrator iff 
to to so 
sup E 
111 cps,t, . es,,, . m(ds, dt,, dt2) < co, 0 0 0 
(3.1) 
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where the supremum is over all simple and predictable cp, $ with I& 
It)1 < 1. Set 
Then rnti is a finitely additive set function, the relation between rnp and b, 
of Proposition 2.5 will be discussed in this section. 
Note, first, the followig two lemmas: 
LEMMA 3.1. Zf X is a F,- weak martingale and of integrable variation 
then X is an F, weak martingale. 
Proof: Since X is of integrable variation the Doleans measure of X, 
is a o-additive measure well defined on the measurable sets. Let z <z’, 
FE F,, then FE FC,+C1,,,l,,),. Therefore 
and by monotone convergence pX(F x (z, z’] ) = 0 which implies that X is 
an F, weak martingale. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let V= ( V,, z E R,,} be a process of integrable variation 
vanishing on the axes, denote by Z7V( v”) the (dual) predictable projection of 
V, then IW- v” is a F,- weak martingale. 
Remark. Recall that if, X is an integrable process then KY, the predic- 
table projection of X, is the unique predictable process such that 
E 
s 
(X,-17x,) V(d[)=O 
R3l 
for all predictable bounded increasing processes V(C). If V(5) is a function 
of integrable variation then v”, the dual predictable projection of V, is the 
unique predictable process of integrable variation such that 
for all bounded adapted processes X. 
Proof: Let z4z’ be two points of R, and a be a F,-measurable, ran- 
dom variable, then E[aV”(z, z’]] = E[aV(z, z’]] = E[a(lU’)(z, z’]]. 
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Therefore E[(LV- Yn)(z, z’] 1 F,-] = 0. Since the process is F,- adapted, 
it is a F,- weak martingale. 
Remark. If V is not of integrable variation, but if 17V can be decom- 
posed into the sum of a weak martingale and a predictable process VP 
which is in some sense of bounded variation then we can call this process 
VP the “generalized dual predictable projection of v”. 
Returning to M’, note that m$(z) as defined above is not necessarily a 
process of bounded variation. However, we have 
PROPOSImON 3.3. Let M’ = {Mf , z E R,} be a square integrable l-mar- 
tingale which is right-continuous in probability. 
(a) Zf MI is an L2-integrator, then for all $, the process (ZZm, -b,) is 
a weak martingale, where b, is as defined in Proposition 2.5. 
(b) Conversely, if for all bounded predictable and simple process $, 
ZZm, can be decomposed into the sum of a weak martingale and a predictable 
process of integrable variation 6, such that 
sup 
ISl.lrpI d 1 
E j- ‘PC &JO < ~0 
then M’ is an L2-integrator and 6, = b,. 
Proof Suppose that M’ is an L2-integrator, then 
where the supremum is over all the simple predictable processes rp and $ 
such that IqI < 1, /11/l < 1. By Proposition 2.5 we have 
therefore E j cpr(b, - ZZm$)(d[) = 0 and consequently l7m, -b, is a weak 
martingale. 
Part (b) follows directly from relation (3.1). 
COROLLARY 3.4. Under the assumptions of Proposition 3.3(a), ifrn* is of 
integrable varition, then b, = m;. 
ProoJ: Following Lemmas 3.1, 3.2 and Proposition 3.3(a), b, -m.$ is a 
weak martingale. It is a predictable process which is of bounded variation 
and vanishes on the axes s = 0 and t = 0 therefore it vanishes (cf. p. 268 of 
Cl71 )* 
68311911-6 
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Consider now the following special case which was discussed in [ 181 
and [23]: Let Mr,, = A,, where A, is a one-parameter process of integrable 
variation, and then, since the property F-4 is assumed: 
Further, assume that A, is absolutely continuous with respect to a positive 
finite deterministic measure p( * ) on [0, t,] : 
A, =‘a(u) p(du). s 0 
Then a(u) is F,,, adapted and E j$ U(U)* I < co. Let h,, be the version 
of the l-martingale E[a(u) 1 F,,,] with measurable sample functions and 
which is cadlag in the s parameter, then Mt,, = j& h,,p(du). 
Setting H(s, U, u) = [h.,U, h.,,], (the quadratic covariation), we see that 
H(s, U, u) is of bounded variation in s for all U, v, a.e. with respect to the 
measure p and m(s, 1,) t2) = j’s j$ H( S, U, u) I cl(&). Therefore, in this 
case the process m(s, t,, t2) is of integrable variation on[O, so] x 
[0, to] x [0, to], and by (3.1), M’ is an L* integrator. Furthermore, the 
process m$(s, t) is also of inegrable variation and consequently, by 
Corollary 3.4, we obtain b, = m$. 
Bakry has recently pointed out by a counterexample [l] that a process 
of the form X,,, = E[A, 1 F,,,], where A, is of integrable variation, is not 
necessarily an L*-integrator. If we calculate explicitly the process mJs, t) in 
this example, we obtain a process which is predictable but not of integrable 
variation and this explains why X,,, is not an L*-integrator. 
IV. MEASURE-INDUCING INTEGRATORS 
In the one-parameter case, the notion of Doleans measure associated 
with a process is very useful in characterizing the class of L’-integrators or 
quasimartingales. In the two-parameter context, the information contained 
in the Doleans measure is not sufficient to develop an integration theory 
because of the need to take into account the unordered points.. 
To every square integrable process {X,, z E R,}, we can associate its 
“Double Doleans function” pXX defined on the generalized rectangles of 
52 x R, x R, by the following (P = (z, z’], Q = (zi, z;], FE F), 
~xx(Fx P x Q, = ECZdV’) WQ)l. (4.1) 
It is clear from this definition that pXX has always a unique finitely 
additive extension to the algebra generated by the generalized rectangles 
(F x P x Q) and contains the algebra A defined in the introduction. 
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DEFINITION. Let X= {X,, z E R,} be a square integrable adapted 
process, X is called a measure-inducing integrator if the restriction of the 
function pLxX to A can be extended to be a finite (signed) measure on the C- 
algebra p. 
Remark 1. It follows directly from (a) of the first paragraph of Section 
II that every measure inducing integrator is an L2-integrator (cf. [23]). 
Moreover, if X is a measure inducing integrator and cp is bounded and 
predictable then j cp dX= Z is also a measure inducing integrator. 
Remark 2. If X is a weak martingale and a measure-inducing 
integrator, then the support of pXX is contained in the complement of 
((0, z,, z2): z1 <z2 or z2<z1}. 
Remark 3. If condition F-4 is assumed, then every square integrable 
martingale is a measure-inducing integrator and the support of pXX is on 
the “diagonal” { (0, z, z), w  E 8, z E R,,} of p. 
Remark 4. Without F-4, the class of measure-inducing integrators with 
support on the “diagonal” has interesting properties. For example, the 
square of such a process is a positive submartingale in the sense of planar 
variation. A square integrable process belongs to this class if and only if for 
every fixed pair of disjoint rectangles P and Q, the process 
YAP, Q, = W’n R,) x(Q n 4) is a weak martingale and pxX is a measure 
on the “diagonal” of p. 
DEFINITION. Let X= {X,, z E R,,} be a square integrable L2-right con- 
tinuous process then: 
(1) We say that X belongs to class 4 if the set (&k,[ lE(or,a,,X(d,) 
X(d,,) lFCij, v (&l, where {d,} is a dyadic grid of R,, with (i,j) as the 
lower left points, aV is FCiJ, measurable and (~~1 < l} is uniformly 
integrable. 
(2) We say that X belongs to class 4’ if for each E > 0, there exists 
6 > 0 depending only on E, such that if g = {d ii} is any grid on R, and 
&/cl E Fw, v (k,l) is a collection of events satisfying P’( U F,,,) c 6, then 
1 IE[zF,,k,X(A,) x(dkl)ll <&* 
ij,k,l 
LEMMA 4.1. Zf X belongs to class 4 then it also belongs to class 6’. 
ProojI Suppose X belongs to class 4 and let Fkjk, belong to F,,, V (k,,), 
where {Au} is a dyadic grid. 
-WV) x(A/c,) dP’ G j U,,k,Fjk, i;, IEC-W,) x(A/c,) IFw, v (k,l)ll @ 
1J. ‘ ,I. . 
(4.2) 
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which goes to zero uniformly in n (the size of the grid) as P( Uij,k,, F,,,) --$ 0 
since X belongs to class b. Therefore, X belongs to class 6’ for dyadic 
grids, and the general case follows by the L2-right continuity of X. 
Remark. In [3], Brennan studied those quasimartingales which are 
decomposable into the sum of a weak martingale and a process of bounded 
variation. The classes b and B’ and Theorem 4.2 were motivated by parts 
of Theorem 3.5 of [3]. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let X = (X,, z E R,,} be a L2-integrator, then X belongs 
to class ij;’ if and only if X is a measure-inducing integrator. 
ProoJ Let X be a measure-inducing integrator, {d ii} a grid and let Fiikl 
belong to F(i,j) v (w). Then the left-hand side of relation (4.2) is bounded by 
the variation of the measure pxx on the set ( UFiJ,,,) x R, x R,. This 
estimate is independent of the grid and tends to zero as P(U F& + 0. 
Since X is an L2-integrator, it is a square integrable, L2 right continuous 
process. Therefore X belongs to class D’. 
Suppose, now, that X belongs to class B’. We know that pxx is well 
defined and finitely additive on the algebra of generalized rectangles. To 
show the existence of a a-additive extension, it suffices to show that if 
C, E A, C, 1121 then pxx(C,) +n j o. 0. We can assume without loss of 
generality that pxx > 0. 
Let E be a fixed positive number, and let C, = Uy! 1 c x (a;, a:“] x 
(by, bi”]. Since the process X can be chosen L2-right-continuous, we may 
set K,= Uy:i q x (cl, al”] x (d;, b,!“], where the points c; and d; are 
chosen so that: a; < c; < a:“, b; + d; 4 bj”, and 
Set L, = fly= 1 Kj; then the sequence {L, } decreases to @ and 
Let n(L,) = {ox F( z, z’): (0, z, z’) E L,} and assume that 0, n(L,) # 0. 
For each o0 E 0, rr(L,), consider the nonempty set LF= 
{(z, z’): (w,, z, Z’)E L,}. The sequence of closures of {L;“},, (rp}, is a 
decreasing sequence of closed subsets of a compact set, therefore there 
exists a point (z,, zb) E &L,“O. Since ~,“OG Kpc C,oO, it follows that 
(wO, z,,, zb) E C, for every n and this contradicts the fact that C, 10. 
Therefore n, z(L,) = 0 and P{n(L,)} 4,,+ m 0. 
For any sequence {A,} n in A (finite unions of generalized rectangles of 
jj), ~~&4,) is smaller than the left-hand side of relation (4.2). Therefore, 
since X belongs to class 6’ and is L2-right-continuous, we obtain that 
P(a(A,)} + 0 implies p&A,) +n+ Q) 0. 
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Returning to the sets L, E A, it follows that p,(L,) +,,+ m 0. Hence 
pxx( C,) < E for arbitrary E > 0, consequently pxx(C,) +n + m 0 and pxx is a 
a-additive measure on p. 
For the next proposition we need 
LEMMA 4.3. Assume that F-4 is satisfied. If p is a measure defined on p 
which does not charge P null sets, then p can be extended uniquely to the o- 
algebra F x B, x B,,. 
Proof: As m [17], let Xc,,cz- - Q&z;, x (z*,zg where a is a bounded ran- 
dom variable. Set 
a 5LL2 = Eta I %, v c21- ) 
and define ~1Jfc,,c2 = aI,,c21~z,,z;l x (z2,s;l ; extend this projection to all the 
bounded and measurable four parameter processes. Define n* similarly 
and set n= n’n*. If X is a bounded and measurable four-parameter 
process, then iTX is p measurable and therefore p(nX) is well defined. 
Define now the dual p predictable projection ii by 
which yields the required extension of p. Uniqueness follows by the same 
argument as in Proposition 2 and 6 of [17]. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Assume that the property F-4 is satisfied. Let 
X= {X,, ZE R,,} be a square integrable adapted, L*-right continuous 
process. Then X is a measure-inducing integrator if and only tf there exists a 
four-parameter process X= {Xz,z,,(z, z’) E R, x R,} which is for a.e. co, of 
bounded variation on R,, x R,, adapted to the filtration {F, y =,> and such 
that: 
0) EjRy, jRi,, IdA~LI < 00, 
(ii) For every pair of rectangles P, Q; the process 
is a weak martingale. In particular, setting b, = X(R,, R,) it follows that b, 
is of bounded variation and X, has the Doob--Meyer-Cairoli decomposition, 
i.e., (x - 6,) is a weak martingale. 
Proof Supose that X is a measure-inducing integrator and denote by p 
the extension of pxx by Lemma 4.3. Since every measure can be decom- 
posed into the difference of two positive measures, we may assume that ii is 
a positive measure. For every two points z, z’ and FEF, set p&F)= 
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j@x (0, z] x (0, z’] ). This is a a-additive measure from F to [w which is 
absolutely continuous with respect to the underlying probability P. Denote 
by X,z, the Radon-Nikodym derivative dp,,,/S. Since jI is a positive 
measure, then for a fixed event F, p=,,.(F) is a four-parameter increasing 
function in $,, x $. Therefore Xl,,, is a four-parameter increasing process. 
Denote by X= {XZ,Z,} the regularized version of ,& : 
where Q, r, G’, r’ are dyadic rationals converging decreasingly to (z, z’). 
XZ,,, is the right-continuous version of the process sup rCg,r,,CO,,Z,, where the 
sup is taken over all the rationals such that (cr, r) 6 z and (e’, 6) < z’. Since 
the function (z, z’) -+ p,,=,(F) is right-continuous, then X2,,, is still an 
increasing process and a density of pZ,;, with respect to the probability P. 
This means that 
(4.3) 
for simple four-parameter processes Y. A monotone class argument shows 
that this relation still holds for all measurable and bounded processes Y. 
Now, to show that x is F, y ZI adapted, it is enough (and necessary) to 
verify that: 
for all FEF. (Hahn-Banach theorem). But, following (4.3) and 
Lemma 4.3, pxx(Fx R, x R,.) = E(.-!?z,zrZ,) = ji(E(ZF I F, v ZI x R, x R,.) = 
E(&WF I Fz v z’ )). Set X(P, Q) to be the double integral JpJa d,d,.Xc.,. 
and 
P,=PnR=, Q,=QnR,, B, = XV’,, Qz,, Yz = W’J WQz). 
By the definition and following (4.3), we obtain immediately that 
p&F x P x Q) = E[Z,X(P, Q)] and therefore since pxx(F x P x Q) = 
ECZFXW’) x x(Q)1 
ECIdYz-&)I =O, FeF,v p. (4.4) 
Note also that (i) of the proposition is satisfied. 
To show that Y, - B, is a weak martingale, and since X is symmetric 
X(P, Q) = X(Q, P), it suffices to consider three kinds of configurations for 
the pair of rectangles P, Q. 
(1) If P= Q or P < Q, then the relation E[ Y(z, z’] - 
B(z, z’] I F,] = 0 follows directly from (4.4). 
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(2) Assume that P A Q. Then 
Y(z, z’)] - B(z, z’] = X(P,. - P,) X(Q,, - QJ - x(P,, - P,, Q,, - QJ. 
These sets are rectangles and F, = F,,,- pij V cei,- ox). Therefore, again by 
(4.4), we get that 
E[Y(z, z']- B(z,z'] 1 F,]= 0. 
(3) The case A A 2 B and by symmetry the case A A i B follows as in 
case (2) which completes the proof. 
Conversely, let P= (z,, zJ, Q = [z;, z;] a pair of rectangles and 
FE Fz, v 2;. Since Y, - B, is a weak martingale, the Doleans measure 
associated with it vanishes on the predictable sets of a. In particular, lets 
choose the predictable set Fx (zi v z;, z2 A z;]. The Doleans measure of 
this set vanishes. On the other hand, it is equal to 
ECZAW’) X(Q) - B(z, v 4, ~2 v z;l)l. 
Therefore p&F, P, Q) = E(Z,B( z, v z; , z2 v z;] } and this proves that 
,uXX is a u-additive measure since the process B, is of bounded variation. 
Remark. The four-parameter process 8 of the Proposition 4.4 is unique 
since the extension of the measure pz,*, to F is unique. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. Let X= {X,, z E R,} be a measure-inducing inte- 
grator. Assume that there exists a four-parameter process .8? satisfying (i) 
and (ii) of Proposition 4.4 and denote (X), = 1 jRzn (r=s’l d,d,.XC,,.. Then, 
for every z 
i 
~JUX(Al;)nR,))Z I Fo,l --c E[(X)(d$‘nR,)/FI,,IJ 
ij 
converges to zero in L’-mean where (A$‘)} is a sequence of refined partitions 
of R,. 
Proof: Set 
a, = 1 ECW(A$‘)n R,)J2 I F,,J 
= i E[~(A!), A;)) 1 F,,,]. 
ij 
Denote the following sets in R, x R,, 
d= {K, 0); d$)=dn {A~)x Ag)} 
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and 
Then a, = fi, + Y,, where 
But y,=& E[(X)(dr)nR=) 1 F,,,], and it remains to be shown that 
El~nl+Oasn--+co. 
Now, E I /?,I < E[& ~IJ(~I Id,d,,XC,,,l. Set B,, = Ui,j Jr). Then {Dn} is a 
decreasing sequence of se’is such that lJ,, d, = 0. Therefore, by the 
dominated convergence theorem, we obtain that E I/l,1 + 0. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let F-4 be satisfied. If A’ is a measure-inducing 
inegrator and if (X) is square-integrable and continuous, then as n + 00 
C ECMd$) n R:))’ IFci,j,l* (X>,- 
i, i
Proof: It was proved by Cairoli and Walsh [S, Eqs. (4.2) to (4.4)] that 
if A, is a square integrable increasing adapted continuous process then 
CECA(dp)nR;) I F,,j,l srn -4,. 
i, i 
Therefore, the result follows directly from Proposition 4.5. 
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